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GENERALIZED  OVERRELAXATION  AND   GAUSS-SEIDEL
CONVERGENCE  ON  HILBERT  SPACE

MICHAEL P.  HANNA1

Abstract. We present a generalized result on Gauss-Seidel

convergence for bounded linear operators on Hubert space .?f.

From this result, we obtain overrelaxation theorems of Petryshyn

[4], [5], de Pillis [1], Ostrowski [3] and Reich [6].

1. Introduction. The general problem is to solve the system Ax=y for

x in Hubert space Jt?, where A is some invertible linear operator on Jf'.

A splitting of A is decided upon, so that A=A1+A2, where Ax and A2

are bounded linear operators on Jf (possibly depending on some param-

eter) and where Ax is easy to invert. Defining the sequence {xn} inductively

by Alxn+A2x„_1= y, where x0 is an arbitrary but fixed initial vector in

3%', we see that {xn} converges to the solution vector x (for any x0) if and

only if (AïlA2)'l-+Q in the uniform norm topology, i.e., if and only if the

spectral radius of A\XA2 is strictly less than one. In our main theorem,

Theorem 4.1, we consider "apparently" selfadjoint A. Let (f> be any norm-

continuous linear transformation sending positive definite and only

positive definite operators to positive definite operators on Jif. We then

split <p(A)=Al+A2 and state conditions under which (A^A^^-O is

equivalent to selfadjoint A being "apparently" positive definite.

2. Definitions and notation. Let ¿$(M') represent the full algebra of

bounded linear operators on Hubert space M, which has inner product

(•, •). An operator P is positive definite (p.d.) if and only if (Px, x)=o>0

for all unit vectors x e Jf'. Any other inner product on Jt, [•, •], is neces-

sarily induced by a unique p.d. H in the following sense:

(2.1) For all x, y e Jt, [x,y] = (x, Hy) = (Hx,y).

For A e tfli./f), we denote by A*, and A[*1, the Hubert space adjoints of

A relative to the original inner product (•, •)» and the //-induced inner
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product [•, •], respectively. We say A is //-positive definite (//-p.d.), or //-

selfadjoint (//-s.a.) if A is respectively p.d., or s.a., relative to the H-

induced inner product [•,•]• We sometimes denote A p.d. by writing

A>0.

For convenience, we list some basic properties of these two induced

inner products.

(2.2 a) For all A 6 J'pf), AM=H~1A*H.

(2.2 b) Al*]=A* if and only if HA and A*H are s.a. (relative to (■, •)).

(2.2 c) If ^4 commutes with p.d. H, then A[*]=A if and only if A*=A.

Let ¡/>: ̂(Jfy^J'pf) be an invertible linear map on J'(Jf) which

sends the cone of positive semidefinite operators onto itself. (Note, (f> is

automatically continuous in the uniform norm topology, since the cone

has interior; Schaefer, cf. [7, p. 228].) If, moreover, <f> sends only positive

semidefinite operators to positive semidefinite operators, the <j> will be

called an order isomorphism. By a(A), we mean the spectrum of A, and by

p(A), we mean the spectral radius of A, i.e., p(/4)=sup{|A| :X e piA)}.

3. Stein's theorem. A central result we use is an operator version of a

theorem of P. Stein [8]. In [1, Theorem 2.1] there appears a proof of

Stein's theorem for operators on a (possible infinite dimensional) Hubert

space which considers the point spectrum, continuous spectrum and

residual spectrum of B separately. By renorming the Hubert space, how-

ever, we are able to present a more cohesive proof, which we do now.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose H=H* and B are bounded operators on Hubert

space JT, and that TiH) = H-B*HB>0. Then H>0 if and only if

PÍB)<1.

Proof. [piB) < 1 =>/7>0]. We assume 5s-»-0 in the uniform operator

topology as k-*co. Observe that since TiH) = H—B*HB is positive

definite,

B*iH - B*HB)B = B*HB — B*2HB2   is positive semidefinite.

In fact, for all k,

TiH) + B*TiH)B + • • • + B*kTiH)Bk = H - B*kHBk = 0

(is positive semidefinite).

Since Bk-+0 as Jt-*-co, it is immediate that H=0. In fact, //>0 (is

invertible), since for all unit vectors x, 0<ô={TiH)x, x) = {Hx, x)—

(HBx, Bx) which implies (Hx, x)=o+(HBx, Bx)>ó, that is, H>0.

[H>0=>piB)<l]. Since //>0, consider [■ , •], the inner product on Jf

induced by H. (Recall [x,y] = (x, Hy)={Hx,y).) Now hypothesis has it
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(Hx, x) - (HBx, Bx)^ô>0

[x, x] - [Bx, Bx]^ô>0

[Bx, Bx]¡[x, x] ^ 1 - àj[x, x]

[Bx, Bx]/[x, x] ^ 1 - ôl(Hx, x)

^ 1 - ôl\\H\\
= 1 - ô',       à' > 0.

Multiplication of x; by nonzero scalars allows us to remove the restriction,

now that (x, x)=l, while leaving all inequalities intact. That is,

Vx #0,    [Bx, Bx]l[x, x]<l- Ó',       Ô' > 0,

which is to say, \\B\\H<1, where \\B\\H is the operator norm of B relative

to the inner product [•, •]. Since the norm dominates the spectral radius,

we have p(B)<l, which completes the proof.

We shall need a conjugacy result of de Pillis [1, Theorem 2.2], which we

set down for convenience.

Theorem 3.2 (de Pillis). Suppose A is selfadjoint in &(Jf), where

A=AX+A2, and B=—A\XA2 is defined. Then there exists an invertible

X e 3$(Jf) such that

(3.1) X*(A - B*AB)X =AX+ A* - A.

In other words, T(A) is conjugate to A1+A* — A, and hence T(A) is p.d. if

and only if Ax + A\ — A is.

4. The main result. Throughout, we allow that <p is an order iso-

morphism sending 3S(3t)-+J%(Jf).

Theorem 4.1.    Let A=A* = D+S+Q. We assume:

(1) D is s.a. in 03(3?).

(2) 2D-faD-S* + Q) is p.d. in 3ä(2tt>).
(3) D+faS) has an inverse in J'iJf ).

If J¿?(fa=[D+faS)]-1[faD + Q)-D], then p(&(fa)<l if and only if
A>0.

Remark.    Note that 3?(fa)= — A~lxA2 when faA) is split by writing

(4.1)     <$>(A) = [faS) + D] + [faD + 0 - D}= [A,] + [A2].

In the context of Gauss-Seidel convergence, we now have a generalized

overrelaxation decomposition for the system faA)x=y.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since cj> preserves positive semidefiniteness, (f>

also sends s.a. operators to s.a. operators. That is, faA) = <p(A)* since

that

Vx, (x,x) = 1,

^±Vx, (x, x) = 1,

i> Vx, (x, x) = 1,

i± Vx, (x, x) = 1,
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A=A*. Theorem 3.2 now applies to s.a.

t(A) = [<t>iS) + D] + WiD + 0 - D]

with A1=<piS) + D, A2=<t>iD + Q)-D. As usual B=-A1XA2, which, by

hypothesis (3), exists. We therefore conclude that invertible Xe eßCtf )

exists so that

X*i<piA) - B*<f>iA)B)X = (Aj, + A*) - <¡>(A)

= (ci(S) + <KS*) + 2D) - itiD) + ¿(S) + HQ))

= 2D- cA(Z) -S*+Q)

> 0   by hypothesis (2).

Hence, <j>iA)>0. From Theorem 3.1, this condition (which is equivalent

to hypothesis (2)) is equivalent to p(JSf(c/>))< 1. Since <f> is an order iso-

morphism A>0^±(f>iA)>0^± /o(o£?(<£))< 1, which completes the proof.

5. Special cases. The first instance of our Theorem 4.1 yields a result

of Petryshyn where we substitute //-p.d. for p.d., and //-s.a. for s.a. In

tact, the hypotheses of [5, Theorem 1] actually agree with our own for the

special scalar order isomorphisms <f>uiiA)=toA for «>0, co in some set Q.

Theorem 5.1 (Petryshyn [5, Theorem 1]). Given A = D+S+Q where

S* denotes the adjoint of S relative to the inner product {■ , •) on ,W. Suppose

//>0, and induces the inner product [x, y] = (x, Hy)=(Hx, y), Vx, y e M\

Assume S commutes with H. The following properties are further assumed:

(1) D=Dl*\ i.e., Dis H-s.a.

(2) G(co)=[(2 — co)/co]. D+S* — Q is H-p.d. for all positive to in some

set Q.

(3) iD+wS)-1 exists in 38i?tf) for all m e Q, w>0.

If¿?i(o) = iD+ü)S)-1[((o- l)D + Q], then p{Sf(o>))<l if and only if A is
H-p.d.

Proof. A consequence of these hypotheses is that A = AM is H-s.a.

To see this, note that

A = D + S + Q

= D + S + (———) D + S* - G((o)   from hypothesis (2).

Now use the hypothesis that 5 commutes with H, so that S* = S[*]

(cf. (2.2 c)), along with the H-s.a. property of D (hypothesis (1)) and the

H-p.d. property of G(w) (hypothesis (2)) to see that A is H-s.a.

We contend that hypotheses (1), (2), (3) above coincide with corre-

sponding hypotheses (1), (2), (3) of Theorem 4.1, if our <piA) is specialized

to (f>(A)=ù)A, and if we read H-p.d. for p.d. This completes the proof.
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If we specialize the order isomorphism <j> to be the mapping <pu)(A)=

W*A W, for W invertible in ¿@(Jf), we obtain the following operator-

parameter overrelaxation result of de Pillis [1, Theorem 4.2].

Theorem 5.2. Let A = D—E—E*, where D>0. Suppose Wis invertible

in á?pf) where \\W ||2<2, and W commutes with D. Suppose D-X*EX

has an inverse in SS(3t). Then for

<e(W) = (D - W*EW)-1(X*DX - D - X*EX),

we conclude that p(^(rV))<l +±A>0.

Proof. In Theorem 4.1, set S=-E, Q=-E* and faX)=W*XW
for all Xe ¿8(3/1?). Since hypotheses (1) and (3) of Theorem 4.1 are

clearly fulfilled, we only pause to verify that hypothesis (2) is satisfied.

Now

2D - faD - S* + Q) = 2D- W*(D + E* - E*)W
= 2D - W*DW

= D(2 ■ I - W* W) (since WD = DW).

From our assumption || W\\2=\\ W*W\\<2, we see that 2I-W*Wis a

p.d. operator commuting with D>0. Hence the product is again p.d.,

which says that hypothesis (2) of Theorem 4.1 obtains under the assump-

tions above. The theorem is proved. For completeness, we state the corol-

lary theorems of Ostrowski (which was shown in the matrix case)

and Reich.

Theorem 5.3 (Ostrowski [3], [9, p. 77]). Let A = D-E-E* where

D>0. Suppose 0<oj<2 and (D — a)E)~l exists. If

Sei<o) = (D - (aE)-li(<a - 1)D - «£*),

we conclude that p(£?i<o))<l ^* A>0.

Proof. Let the order isomorphism <£m be defined by <pai(X)=(oll2X

for all X e 0S(¿^).
Remark. It has been pointed out by the referee, that Theorem 5.3

also follows from Corollary 2 of Petryshyn [5]. That is, for Z>>0, let

Q=S*. Then G(ro)=((2-a>)/i.j)Z)>0 for to e (0, 2).

Theorem 5.4 (Reich [6]). Let A = (a{j), i, j= 1,2, •••,«, be an

nxn hermit ¡an matrix with positive main diagonal. Let

D = diag(au, a22, • • • , ann) > 0,

and let Ax be the nxn matrix obtained from A by setting all entries of A

above the main diagonal equal to zero.
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Let Ai=A—A1. Then all eigenvalues of A\XA2 lie within the unit circle

if and only ifA>0.

Proof.   In Theorem 4.1, set <£ equal to the identity map,

D = diag(an, a22, •■■ , ann),

S—Al—D, Q=A2. ££i§) now becomes A\lA2 and the proof is done.

We conclude this section with a new and direct proof of a theorem

which appears in F. John's book [2, p. 21], where the following is shown:

Theorem 5.5'. Given nxn matrices A and B, where A+B>0, then

A-B*>0=>PiA-1B)<l.

We extend Theorem 5.5' to A, Be 35^) for arbitrary Hubert space

«3f and obtain the converse statement as well.

Theorem 5.5. Given A, Be 3§i^), where A+B>0, then A-B*>0^±

piA^B)<l.

Proof. Let A0=A+B, AX=A, A2=B. Then from Theorem 3.2 of

de Pillis,

TiA0) >0^±iA+A*)-iA+B)>0

^>A-B*>0

5+ piA-xB) < 1 (Theorem 3.1).

The last two lines establish the result.

Remark. The referee has indicated that a stronger result than Theorem

5.5 can be obtained if it is further assumed that there exist continuously

invertible operators, M and L, such that MAL is selfadjoint, and co = l.

In this event, Theorem 5.5 finds its proof in [5, Theorem 5].
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